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Seeking employment with a company requiring a highly motivated, skilled person to 
operate or manage computer data processing equipment, systems or associates.

EXPERIENCE

Mainframe computer operator
ABC Corporation - DECEMBER 1998 – OCTOBER 2005

 Operated a VMS Computer System which included loading and 
unloading cartridge and reel tapes for job processing.

 Responded to VMS console messages, utilized system software such 
as (SARJCL, ZEKE ZEBB, &amp;ROSCOE) to recover and process 
operator scheduled programs.

 Operated 1600 Decollator, 400 Thermobond Pressure Sealer, and 
2500 Burster machines to seal special forms, labels, and vouchers,s 
and payroll checks.

 Operated a large variety of Computer Equipment (IBM OS/ 390, DASD-
IBM Storage Tek 4480 Computer Drives, IBM 3829 Laser Printer, 
&amp; IBM 4245 Impact Printers which generated programmers job 
output daily.

 Maintained and managed an Access Database to track all City 
Supervisory &amp; Departmental Staff Cell Phone Usage.

 Documented and communicated issues that occur during their shift.
 Performed requested production modifications to the schedules.

Mainframe computer operator 
Delta Corporation - 1997 – 1998

 Ran Batch Processing on the Honeywell Mainframes at the Federal 
Building in Colorado Springs, CO.

 Duties and responsibilities Monitoring batch jobs and system Performs
IPLs Records problem data in a log record Notified the responsible 
person when .

 Responsible for monitoring system consoles in the computer data 
center and Z/OS mainframe production management area, maintain 
input/output .

 Log productions runs, problems and resolutions, print all reports and 
special forms from daily schedule, process all scheduled backups on 
AS/400 and .

 Shut down and reactivate mainframe using the system hardware 
console, respond to mainframe console messages, read sysout 
archival output and .

 Encrypted and transferred sensitive family court files via internet and 
ftp.
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 Performed night-time batch processing, coordinating job scheduling 
with EDS Job Schedulers in Des Moines and Sacremento Provided user
support and .

EDUCATION

 Associate Of Arts

SKILLS

IT Manager, IT Management.
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